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Conquerors of Time celebrates 150 years of
courage, energy, innovation, resourcefulness and
grand ideas, from the late 17th century to the early
20th. It's about the seafarers, engineers, inventors
and trailblazers who enabled the British to hold
together a vast empire and the Americans to push
their frontiers west. Some, such as Captain Cook
and Robert Stephenson are famous. Others, like the
makers of chromonometers, the collectors of tropical
plants or the railway engineers who roughed it in the
Canadian wilderness are less well-known. What they
all had in common is a desire to understand the
world and a determination to harness the forces of
nature. 'Trevor Fishlock's brio and broad vision
matches those of his subjects and makes for a
rattling good read.' Lawrence James, Daily Mail 'Factfilled and highly evocative ... the sheer romance of
the story is irresistible.' Sunday Telegraph
This book presents an international perspective of
the influence of educational context on science
education. The focus is on the interactions between
curriculum development and implementation,
particularly in non-Western and non-Englishspeaking contexts (i.e., outside the UK, USA,
Australia, NZ, etc. ).
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This book provides a comprehensive overview of
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) in Indian
corporations following the 2013 legal mandate on
corporate spending of profits for CSR. Bringing
together authors hailing from diverse walks of life,
the book pursues a 'hands-on' approach, with realworld case studies and examples that help the
reader feel the dynamic pulse of India immediately
after the ratification of the CSR mandate in the
Companies Act, 2013. The Act is expected to affect
over 16,300 companies with an estimated flow of
approximately 200 billion Indian rupees into the
economy every year, thus shaking the foundations of
business and society and impacting the country at
multiple stakeholder levels. As a result, India is likely
to become the birthplace of social, economic, and
environmental transformation through financial
investments in CSR! In order to insightfully reflect on
this transition, this book has been divided into three
parts. The first part presents the CSR mandate and
its implications, while the second focuses on its
implementation and the third part provides a view on
the way forward. The book helps to reveal the
various layers of CSR in an emerging economy like
India and is expected to spark debate, discussion
and research among policy-makers, consultants,
academics, practitioners and other stakeholders the
world over, which will further expand its contribution
to CSR literature and open up new vistas in CSR
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research. "This is indeed a first of its kind book and
marks a watershed in the journey of CSR. It is an
extremely important contribution to the body of
knowledge in the area of CSR and Corporate
Governance in emerging economies that is driven by
a completely different set of challenges,
opportunities and requirements from that of
developed economies." Dr. Bhaskar Chatterjee,
Director General & CEO, Indian Institute of
Corporate Affairs
?This book focuses on issues of governance and the
nature and complexities of social transformation in
India’s Northeast -- a ‘problem’ zone for
policymakers -- particularly since the early 1990s.
While governance is the thread that runs through the
volume, the latter at one level addresses the
challenges of governing in global times a region
historically marked by acute violence, interethnic
conflict and insurgency; and at another, traces
macro changes in the very forms and technologies of
governance. The essays in this volume point to how
changing forms and technologies of governing
insurgency, development and culture do not remain
mere instruments of peace, but define the very
nature and content of both peace and conflict and
their interrelationship in the region. For the first time
in the history of scholarship on the region, the three
crucial issues of insurgency, development and
culture have been analysed through the lens of
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governance. This volume, therefore, marks an
important addition to the scholarship on the region.
This book examines the nature and implications of
the increasing interaction among three secondary
powers in the world: China, Russia and India. It
provides an in-depth analysis of the complex and
often contradictory goals underlying their emerging
strategic partnerships along with an assessment of
the role these partnerships play in the larger regional
and global contexts. In particular, it focuses on the
important region of Asia/Eurasia, where these
countries seek to increase their influence and
compete against the prominence of the United
States. Breaking new ground in looking at the ways
in which the triad of bilateral strategic partnerships
affect the countries’ individual aspirations for power,
status and wealth, this book argues that their attempt
to develop codified, formal bilateral partnerships and
trilateral ties that seek to neither antagonise nor fully
embrace each other is both a challenge to peace
and security and an opportunity for cooperation. It
concludes by suggesting scenarios under which
competitive or cooperative economic and security
orders may emerge. Clearly written and thoroughly
accessible, this book will be an informative text for
courses on international relations, international
security, foreign policy and Asian and Russian
politics.
This book is eminently useful for the students
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pursuing Under Graduate and Post Graduate
Courses in Environmental science/ Environmental
Engineering / Environmental Biotechnology and
environmentalists.
This book analyzes global media representations of
misogyny--including sexual harassment, rape, and
even murder--to discuss the systemic nature of
misogyny and the evils perpetrated against women
across the world as a result.
Sex workers, street hawkers, drug sellers, cleaners—they
are people living on the margins of urban life who are
ubiquitous but widely misunderstood and notably absent
from mainstream economic analyses. In Livelihood on
the Margins, anthropologists and practitioners engaged
in hands-on development work use fine-grained
ethnographic research to cut through the conventional
narratives that romanticize, victimize, or demonize these
populations. They go beyond the trendy “sustainable
livelihoods” approach to development to examine the
relationship between the agency people can actually
wield over their own lives and the broader socio-political
constraints that persistently push them to the margins.
Making these multi-level connections across a wide
range of world regions and situations, this volume shows
how the micro-concerns of ordinary people might usefully
guide the macro-concerns of governments, NGOs, and
global institutions who are engineering large-scale social
and economic development programs. Livelihood at the
Margins is an engaging and eye-opening read for
undergraduate and graduate students studying
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development in anthropology, sociology, geography,
economics, and other disciplines, as well as a useful tool
for developments studies researchers and practitioners.
With the advent of the information and communication
technologies, traditional library activities are undergoing
transformation in a big way. Modern library’s collection
includes a vast array of information resources,
databases, electronic journals, e-books, digital images,
institutional repositories etc. To manage a modern
library, library professionals need to have awareness and
knowledge on management of electronic resources,
federated and discovered tools for single click search,
literature techniques, application of RFID and other
technologies, user needs and knowledge on soft skills
etc. Keeping these perspectives and issues in mind the
National Conference on Management of Modern
Libraries (NACML) was organized by SEARCH- The
health science library in association with the department
of Library and Information Science, Manipal University,
Manipal The main objective of the conference was to
provide an opportunity to LIS professional to explore the
ways and means to manage the modern libraries where
electronic resources are playing an important role in
meeting the information needs of the users and to
explore, discuss and share ideas and knowledge related
to innovative modern library management systems to
meet the needs of the changing environment. In five
technical sessions under five different categories titled
Technologies for Management, Best Practice in Modern
Libraries, digital libraries and Role of Library
Professionals in Management of Modern Libraries held
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over the two days, total 51 papers were presented at the
conference. Various challenges and issues related to
management of modern libraries were discussed in the
technical sessions and some of the authors shared the
best practices of their libraries. The author highlighted
the importance of digital libraries and stressed the needs
of various skills to work in digital environment. The
papers presented in the conference have been edited
and brought out in the form of a conference proceedings.
Success always looks ahead of the silly excuses and
puts itself forward than the created misconceptions.
Success is the result of key determination and
concentration while moving in the path of workings. This
book presents 40 powerful stories of first generation
entrepreneurs, renowned personalities who have built
everlasting potential towards reaching the goal of
success. The Start-ups and venturing initiatives fostered
wave of innovation to establish them during COVID-19
pandemic period. They have dedicated their lives to
serve the nation, transforming lives of many and
contributing to the development of Indian economy.
Some renowned Leaders/Entrepreneurs have made a
remarkable impact on society with their innovations and
vision. Their journey was full of challenges. Steve Jobs is
one such iconic figure known for the establishment of
Apple company. Bill Gates, a great entrepreneur who
established Microsoft - the biggest software company.
Albert Einstein is a well-known scientist and
extraordinary genius personality known by almost all of
us all over the world due to his great inventions and
contributions towards science. Abraham Lincoln, a great
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personality and also the ex-president of the USA also
suffered regularly from massive failures year after the
year. So, success is a failure in progress and someone
who has never failed cannot truly be a successful
person. The book Inspiring Icons has showcased how
young people have faced unprecedented difficulties and
uncharted paths but inspite of all odds, they are rising up
to make a difference. Entrepreneurs are the backbone of
wealth creation with a focus on focus on re-think, relearn and unlearn to make the world a better place to
live. The book determined how people have arrived at
their position of leadership, keeping it and thriving in to
build credibility along the way. The book has a collection
of stories presenting their struggle and success in one
cup with a call for readers that “Success Never Sleeps”.
The author compelled to put light on their entrepreneurial
experience, networking, digital savvy initiatives,
Leveraging of social media and business trends. Their
passion and consistency to drive business revenue have
played a pivotal role in this new age building strong
relationships for one’s life, ideas and even business.
Religion and spirituality are still among the most common
motivations for travel - many major tourism destinations
have developed largely as a result of their connections to
sacred people, places and events. Providing a
comprehensive assessment of the primary issues and
concepts related to this intersection of tourism and
religion, this revealing book gives a balanced discussion
of both the theoretical and applied subjects that
destination planners, religious organizations, scholars,
and tourism service providers must deal with on a daily
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basis. Bringing together a distinguished list of
contributors, this volume takes a global approach and
incorporates substantial empirical cases from Hinduism,
Islam, Judaism, Roman Catholicism, Mormonism, New
Ageism, Sikhism, Buddhism, and the spiritual
philosophies of East Asia. On a conceptual level, it
considers, amongst other topics: contested heritage the
pilgrim-tourist dichotomy secularization of pilgrimage
experiences religious humanism educational aspects of
religious tourism commodification of religious icons and
services. A vibrant collection of essays, this outstanding
book discusses many important practices, paradigms,
and problems that are currently being examined and
debated. It raises an array of significant and interesting
questions and as such is a valuable resource for
students, scholars and researchers of tourism, religion
and cultural studies.
Despite social and economic advances around the world,
poverty and disease persist, exacerbated by the
mounting challenges of climate change, natural
disasters, political conflict, mass migration, and
economic inequality. While governments commit to
addressing these challenges, traditional public and
philanthropic dollars are not enough. Here, innovative
finance has shown a way forward: by borrowing
techniques from the world of finance, we can raise
capital for social investments today. Innovative finance
has provided polio vaccines to children in the DRC, crop
insurance to farmers in India, pay-as-you-go solar
electricity to Kenyans, and affordable housing and
transportation to New Yorkers. It has helped
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governmental, commercial, and philanthropic resources
meet the needs of the poor and underserved and build a
more sustainable and inclusive prosperity. Capital and
the Common Good shows how market failure in one
context can be solved with market solutions from
another: an expert in securitization bundles future
development aid into bonds to pay for vaccines today; an
entrepreneur turns a mobile phone into an array of
financial services for the unbanked; and policy makers
adapt pay-for-success models from the world of
infrastructure to human services like early childhood
education, maternal health, and job training. Revisiting
the successes and missteps of these efforts, Georgia
Levenson Keohane argues that innovative finance is as
much about incentives and sound decision-making as it
is about money. When it works, innovative finance gives
us the tools, motivation, and security to invest in our
shared future.
In Indian context.
"This profile of an unusual South Indian temple
community in Rush, New York, describes how the temple
combines orthodox rituals and socioreligious iconoclasm.
The author uses the temple's surprising success to
analyse the distinctive dynamics of Hinduism, including
issues of gender, caste and community"--OCLC
Provides a comprehensive resource on sexual violence
and abuse, arranged alphabetically with crossreferenced entries.
This volume analyses the challenges India has faced
and the successes it has achieved, in the light of its
colonial legacy and century long sruggle for freedom.
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The two volumes of Anti-natural Framework & Its
Consequences represent the ‘self-surrender’ of an
Akbari-Jihadist before the concerned authorities of the
entire world. The concerned authorities are pragmatically
requested to provide the Akbari-Jihadist the capital
punishment or the death sentence, at an appointed time
at a particular place on earth. The book attempts to
make a connection between universally accepted
scientific principles and their Islamic counterparts. A few
examples of the same are: Two Zones [Eastern Daylight
Time Zone and Western Daylight Time Zone or Mashriq
and Magrib]; Periodic Motion of the commonly
perceivable White Moon of the West Zone and Periodic
Motion of the commonly perceivable White Moon of the
East Zone [Newton’s Visual Binaries or Two-fold Mercy
or Equal & Opposite Uranus or Equal & Opposite
Muzzammil or Twain]; and much more.
First multi-year cumulation covers six years: 1965-70.
2 volumes.
This book examines how the women’s movement is
affecting traditional religions and civilizations throughout
the world. It reviews cases of global impact in Hinduism,
Buddhism, Taoism, Confucianism, Judaism, Christianity,
Islam, and Australian aboriginal religion. This volume
completes the trilogy devoted to women in world
religions, edited by Arvind Sharma. The second book in
the series is entitled Religion and Women. The present
work surveys the position of women in the religious
traditions covered in the first volume of the trilogy,
Women in World Religions, placing these traditions in
contemporary context.
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Jonardon Ganeri tells the story of a fascinating period in
intellectual history, when Indian philosophy moved into
the modern era. Philosophers no longer defer to ancient
authorities, but draw upon their insights to seek a true
understanding of knowledge, self, and reality. This
missing chapter in the development of modernity can at
last be read.

Christian theology is increasingly recognized to be
now a non-western enterprise since the high
concentrations of Christians in the world are no
longer found in the Western societies. Christian
Theology and African Traditions takes seriously this
present recognition of the southward movement of
Christianity from the western world to a non-western
setting. It seeks to reposition Christian theology and
faith to engage the African traditions in classical
category of theology proper, bibliology,
anthropology, Christology, pneumatology,
soteriology, ecclesiology, and eschatology and
provides unique insights and problems that these
classical and systematic categories poses to African
Christianity. Similarly, it provides theological
blueprint for non-Africans who are interested in
knowing the nature and shape of the Christian
theology in non-western settings.
This volume explores the relationship in postwar
American literature between masculinity and place,
tracing the development of the 'domesticated man' of
midcentury and the continual subversion of this
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established vision of masculinity by alternate
systems of symbols and ecological consciousness.
For more than 30 years, Yoga Journal has been
helping readers achieve the balance and well-being
they seek in their everyday lives. With every
issue,Yoga Journal strives to inform and empower
readers to make lifestyle choices that are healthy for
their bodies and minds. We are dedicated to
providing in-depth, thoughtful editorial on topics such
as yoga, food, nutrition, fitness, wellness, travel, and
fashion and beauty.
The fascinating life and work of an artist who
captured some of the first photographs of the Far
East are presented in this gorgeous volume.
India, bounded by the majestic Himalayan ranges in
the North and edged by an endless stretch of golden
beaches, is the land of hoary tradition and cultural
diverse. Vivid kaleidoscope of landscapes, glorious
historical sites and royal cities, misty mountain
hideaways, colourful people, rich civilizations and
festivities craft India Incredible. Recent years have
witnessed the educational scene, especially the
higher education sector in the State undergoing a
sea change in respect of quality, diversity and
accessibility in tune with the global trends. Kerala’s
surge in the educational front is to be viewed in the
backdrop of the country’s great legacy in education.
India has been a major seat of learning for
thousands of years. The country was home to
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Takshashila, the first university in the world and
Aryabhama, the inventor of the digit Zero. In fact,
education in Kerala has now become more value
added and affordable, thanks to the pro-active
initiatives of the State Government and active
involvement of the private sector. Moreover, in the
higher education market, Kerala has a significant
edge in respect of cost which means that there
would be growing influx of candidates into the state
from outside the state for better and affordable
professional education in the days to come. With the
most sought after professionals and excellent
network of institutes Kerala is becoming the very
preferred educational destination in the world. And,
we are equipped for you with some elucidations
which step-up her significance in the educational
map. In Campus Plus, we propose some valuable
information along with a number of educational
institutes in the State which will be useful for the
students and parents in the higher education
scenario.
A comprehensive, yet entertaining introduction to
Advaita, the non-dual philosophy which provides a
completely reasonable explanation for who we are
and the nature of the universe. There are many selfhelp approaches promising enlightenment and
happiness but most are illogical and lack any proven
capability. Advaita has a guru-disciple tradition
stretching back for several thousand years and can
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guarantee the sincere seeker a progressive path to
self-realization. A 21st Century treatment of this
ancient eastern philosophy, this book addresses all
of the issues that are covered by both traditional
teachers from the lineage of Shankara and by
modern satsang teaching and Direct Path methods
stemming from Ramana Maharshi and Krishna
Menon. Topics are explained in an accessible and
readable manner, using amusing quotations and
stories along with an abundance of metaphors from
a wide variety of sources.
Five thousand years old, Ayurvedic massage has
been shown to still the mind and body by lowering
metabolic rates and inspiring feelings of peace and
calm. Often administered as a part of a three-, five-,
or seven-day program, these treatments are an
integral part of deep cleansing, rejuvenation, and lifeextension Ayurvedic programs called panchakarma
or kya kalpa. This book by a noted practitioner
features more than 15 of these treatments, each
described in step-by-step detail and some
synchronized with two therapists for up to two hours
in length. It provides the reader with all the tools
necessary to begin Ayurvedic treatments as a part of
a spa menu or massage therapy program.
Journal of the Asiatic Society of MumbaiResources in
educationGoverning India's NortheastEssays on Insurgency,
Development and the Culture of PeaceSpringer Science &
Business Media
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The universal promise of contemporary international law has
long inspired countries of the Global South to use it as an
important field of contestation over global inequality. Taking
three central examples, Sundhya Pahuja argues that this
promise has been subsumed within a universal claim for a
particular way of life by the idea of 'development'. As the
horizon of the promised transformation and concomitant
equality has receded ever further, international law has
legitimised an ever-increasing sphere of intervention in the
Third World. The post-war wave of decolonisation ended in
the creation of the developmental nation-state, the claim to
permanent sovereignty over natural resources in the 1950s
and 1960s was transformed into the protection of foreign
investors, and the promotion of the rule of international law in
the early 1990s has brought about the rise of the rule of law
as a development strategy in the present day.
This book illustrates approaches for implementing ICT in
primary education. Through different initiatives and case
studies, the book shows different approaches for successful
implementation of ICT. While it gives details of theoretical
concepts related to ICT, it also provides live examples from
different initiatives as to how literacy can be achieved through
customized implementation strategy. The book illustrates
different ICT policies that have been implemented with
varying degree of success. It also demonstrates different
approaches that would be of interest to practitioners.
The Burning Forest is an empathetic, moving account of what
drives indigenous peasants to support armed struggle despite
severe state repression, including lives lost, homes and
communities destroyed. Over the past decade, the heavily
forested,mineral-rich region of Bastar in central India has
emerged as one of the most militarized sites in the country.
The government calls the Maoist insurgency the “biggest
security threat” to India. In 2005, a state-sponsored vigilante
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movement, the Salwa Judum, burnt hundreds of villages,
driving their inhabitants into state-controlled camps, drawing
on counterinsurgency techniques developed in Malaysia,
Vietnam and elsewhere. Apart from rapes and killings,
hundreds of ‘surrendered’ Maoist sympathisers were
conscripted as auxiliaries. The conflict continues to this day,
taking a toll on the lives of civilians, security forces and
Maoist cadres. In 2007, Sundar and others took the Indian
government to the Supreme Court over the human rights
violations arising out of the conflict. In a landmark judgment,
the Court in 2011 banned state supportf or vigilantism. The
Burning Forest describes this brutal war in the heart of India,
and what it tells us about the courts, media and politics of the
country. The result is a granular and critical ethnography of
Indian democracy over a decade.
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